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Locke (and Leibniz) on Free Action and Rationalism vs. 
Empiricism  
 
Libertarianism vs. Compatibilism and the (Philosophical) meaning of “free”  
-L, C and other options on a handy chart 
-So, what if determinism is/were true? The compatibilist’s easy response and the libertarian’s 
fallback position 
-An example-based account of the philosophical meaning of “free,” suitable for disputes 
between libertarians and compatibilists 
 
Locke on Liberty/Freedom and Necessity  Book II, Chapter 21, starting sect. 7 (p. 20) 
-The question whether man’s will is free or not? is “unintelligible” (14).  Why? Liberty is “a 
power in any agent to do or refrain any particular action, according to the determination or 
thought of the mind” (14); will is “a power, or ability, to prefer or choose” (17); 
Thus…“Liberty, which is but a power, belongs only to agents, and cannot be an attribute or 
modification of the will, which is also but a power” (14) 

-The real question, then, is whether the agent is free or at liberty (21), or, presumably, whether 
a particular action is freely performed (which can be understood as the question whether the 
agent was free in performing the action).  And when is one free with respect to an action?  
Answer (at least early in the chapter): “That so far as anyone can, by the direction or choice 
of his mind preferring the existence of any action to the nonexistence of that action, and vice 
versa, make it exist or not exist, so far he is free” (21) 

-Locke’s account makes heavy use of conditionals (“if..., then....” statements): “For a man 
who sits still is said yet to be at liberty, because he can walk if he wills it.  But if a man 
sitting still does not have the power to remove himself, he is not at liberty; so likewise a man 
falling down a precipice, though in motion, is not at liberty, because he cannot stop that 
motion if he would” (24).  

-The (simple) account suggested is that for action A to be done freely, this is required: that if 
the agent had willed not to do A, she would not have done A.  To be at liberty with respect to 
a potential action, you must have the power to do it if you will to do it, and to not do it if you 
will not to do it.   

-Conditionals (“if”-“then” statements) and how this is a compatibilist account.   
-Like Leibniz, Locke tries to motivate his compatibilism by means of a “what more could you 
want?” question: “For how can we think anyone freer than to have the power to do what he 
will?” (21).  In a very prescient maneuver, Locke seems to urge that a lack of determination 
is a problem, and determination (of the right kind) is an “improvement and benefit” to 
freedom: section 49 (p. 23). 

-Things get more complicated later in the chapter. Locke seems to get worried about freedom 
in cases where one’s desires determine one to will as one does. His response seems to retain a 
compatibilist account, but make it more complicated, getting pickier about what will count as 
the right kind of process leading to one’s volition. In section 48, Locke speaks of the mind’s 
“power to suspend the execution and satisfaction of any of its desires, and so all, one after 
another, is at liberty to consider the objects of them, examine them on all sides, and weigh 
them with others.  In this lies the liberty man has.”  Locke’s discussion is complicated and 



long, but sects. 48-50 give a good idea of his new view. I say “new,” because this is from 
later editions of Locke’s Essay, the earlier editions having a simpler view. (This comes out a 
bit at the start of sect. 73 (p. 24).  

-It may not be entirely clear whether the new view counts us free in cases where we are moved 
by our desires without engaging in the suspension-and-judgment, but we had the power to 
suspend-and-consider (we would have suspended-and-considered had we willed to). I’m 
inclined to take him as requiring only the power to s&c. But in either case (whether Locke 
requires just the power to s&c, or whether he requires actual s&c-ing of truly free acts), his is 
a compatibilist view: It’s OK if we’re determined; the determination just has to follow the 
right kind of path. We seem to have an early, simple account of the right kind of path, 
followed by a later, more complicated account.   
-Locke sums up (sect. 73): “The result of our judgment upon that Examination is what 
ultimately determines the Man, who could not be free if his will were determin’d by any thing, 
but his own desire guided by his own Judgment.” 
 
Leibniz on the Contingency of our Actions   
-“absolute” necessity vs. certainty and “hypothetical” necessity: D13 (pp. 12-13); also in H 
-We know that Leibniz accepts a pretty strong essentialism: e.g., second-to-last paragraph of 
D30 (p. 32.7) 
-The “absolute” possibilities seem to represent in some sense God’s various self-consistent 
options. Still, it is “certain” which option God chooses. But Leibniz tries to carve out some 
sense in which these “possible worlds” are possible in themselves, even if they are not 
possible relative to God’s goodness 
-The H.N. of our actions seems to be “hypothetical” only on God’s creating the BPW, which 
God. Also, it seems to be absolutely necessary that we do what we do if we (continue to) 
exist 
 
2.  Empiricism vs. Rationalism 
-Conceptual vs. Doctrinal Empiricism and Rationalism (see Locke, p. 4.9-5.0) 
-Test cases: Molineaux Problem (II,9,8, p.16.4), ontological argument 
 
3.  Locke’s Empiricism: Locke’s attack on innate ideas 
-Defense: I,2,3-4 (p. 6): Defense against the argument from universal consent 
-Offense: I,2,5 (pp. 6-7): “not known to children, idiots, etc.” 
-Locke’s Dilemma [1,2,5; 1,2,22 (p. 7)]: if the mind isn’t actually thinking these ideas at 
birth, then the only sense in which they might then be “imprinted” is that the mind is capable 
of thinking them.  But in that sense, all the ideas we ever have are trivially innate.  But 
consider Leibniz: 
I have also used the comparison with a block of veined marble, rather than a completely uniform block 
of marble, or an empty tablet, that is, what the philosophers call a tabula rasa. For if the soul were like 
these empty tablets, truths would be in us as the shape of Hercules is in a block of marble, when the 
marble is completely indifferent to receiving this shape or another. But if the stone had veins which 
marked out the shape of Hercules rather than other shapes, then that block would be more determined 
with respect to that shape and Hercules would be as though innate in it in some sense, even though some 
labor would be required for these veins to be exposed and polished into clarity by the removal of 
everything that prevents them from appearing. This is how ideas and truths are innate in us, as natural 
inclinations, dispositions, habits, or potentialities are. . . (AG 294) 
-My riff on this example (pp. 48-49 of chapter at 
https://campuspress.yale.edu/keithderose/files/2015/12/AI-new-Chap7-2fkucjp.pdf ) 


